
December 15th 1893 
 
 
Holly is strung on the walls, welcoming the guests dressed in their sparkly gowns and 
extravagant hair. Candles light up the chandeliers, a hundred faces reflected in the gleaming 
brass and voices loud and cheerful. The annual christmas ball is one of the most revered  
celebration of the year. Invitation only. Except for the servants. That includes me. My black 
uniform and tight hair are a contrast to these expensive dresses and light voices.  
I gently weave in and out of the guests offering the glasses and food to the gloves hands.  I 
come to a stop next to one of the many evergreens in this room, the glass baubles- tinkling 
like little fairies.  
 
“Madam, would you like a drink? Food?”  
A shake of a head or a nod, never a word spoken to me. I wander between the guests, part 
of their lives but only fleeting. Gazing upon this other world- other race- of human gives me a 
thrill of excitement, a momentary peek into their lives. It’s addictive. Like a food that is too ice 
to not eat or a book too good to put down. I smile politely at the next response; enjoying the 
encounter just as much as these people are enjoying the celebration. The chandeliers glitter 
like a thousand suns mirroring my happiness . The time is nearing for the guests to enter 
The Gallery. I must get ready. It’s almost time. 
 
Silence descends like a mystical fog as everyone turns to greet the host. John Phillips. 
Famous for his revolutionary ideas, books, plays and artwork. He descends the ornate stairs. 
‘Ladies and gentlemen,’ a booming voice rings out.. Everyone’s eyes track the voice of the 
speaker. ‘I am proud to announce that The Gallery is open, please make your way into the 
hall next to you,’ excited chatter breaks out into the herd as they migrate into The Gallery. 
 
The doors close. John Phillip’s finest works. John Phillip’s original works. Everything.   
Displays of the original scripts of the plays, literature and props for the most iconic 
characters and scenes. Collective gasps ripple around the room. I try not to stop and stare 
but it’s mesmerising. Iridescent dresses dazzle in the candle light, hats displayed on stands 
and scripts written in black ink, scribbled and scrawled across multiple pages. It really is 
quite breathtaking. Men are drawn to the intricate paintings and unedited versions of books 
while the women are drawn to the dresses and hats that could be fit for royalty. It’s a feast 
for the eyes. An utter banquet.  
 
A few hours after admiring the beauty of the masterpieces,everyone is seated and the 
bidding begins. It’s silent.   
 
In hindsight this was the calm before the storm. This was when it all went wrong. It started 
small. Minute. Not even a worry but The Fire is a powerful beast. Twisting and turning into a 
ferocious creature all violence and destruction. The murmur started again but not of wonder 
this time. This time it’s a fear. A horror . one man, in a black suit, stands up and raises the 
warning. By this time, the christmas tree in the middle of the room has burst into a sickening 
orange monstrosity . A  twisted ornament drops to the floor. Fire jumping onto  a woman’s 
dress. She screams. Other people move now, scrambling and rushing and running towards 
the exit that is rapidly being consumed by the raging fire. Smoke strangles me as I try to help 
as many people as I can but in the end it’s all for one. The masterpieces are on fire. Burning 



like bright stars.The iridescent dresses implode from the heat, threads crackling in the 
scorching blaze. Hats displayed on stands are not spared, the feathered brim flashing in the 
destructive pathway. Scripts written in black ink, scribbled and scrawled curl and turn black. 
People are screaming and panicking. 
 
We surge through the corridor and into the evening but the nature of everyone is completely 
inverted. I follow the crowd and gaze at the burning building. All that art and knowledge and 
wisdom is gone. People are crying and screaming. The engines will arrive soon. The blaze 
has gained size now. Screaming silently into the cool night air. It’s formidable. 
 
 
January 23 1894 
 
It's been days since the fire but I am unemployed now. Again on the streets. I’ve had a long 
time to think since the fire. I asked around and managed to find a newspaper cutting of the 
fire. A picture in black and white shows the burnt out house. The golden decorations have 
been demolished and blackened. Framework is visible. Lots of words below the picture 
cover the page but I can’t read. I have tried hard to find people to read it to me. I have 
listened to their voices. Gathering that only one person died. John Phillips. His art was all 
gone. His wisdom and genius. Everything got consumed in the raging fire.  
 
 
15 July 1894 
 
I stand in front of the building where it happened. The Reconstructions are already taking 
place. I’ve seen people stop and stare and whisper about the tragedy of it all. But now the 
new building is taking its place. Covering the gaps and holes, making it seem like a dream. 
This might all be forgotten. All forgotten because we constructed a tower over his resting 
place. I gaze from the corner of a street. How will be remembered if there is no evidence to 
note his existence? 
 
 


